
Priory concede late in gripping match against Seahaven 

By Caspar  

Priory (Year 8) 2 - 5 Seahaven Academy 

  

Despite a strong performance, Priory’s Year 8 side conceded defeat in a 

gripping match against Seahaven Academy. Despite leading the way at half-

time, Priory suffered a crippling blow towards the end of the game which cost 

them the match. 

KICK OFF: Seahaven take the kick-off, only for the ball to be quickly taken by 

Priory. 

1’ - Seahaven corner, kicked out for a Priory goal kick 

4’ - Priory free kick from the halfway line, a small attack dissolves into nothing 

8’ - Possession changing from team to team, with Seahaven looking the more 

aggressive side 

9’ - Great Priory save from Gabe. who snatched the ball from the feet of the 

Seahaven striker 

13’ - Priory corner, kicked out for a Seahaven goal kick 

16’ - Shot on target from Seahaven, good save by the Priory goalkeeper 

16’ - Priory counter-attack broken up by Seahaven defenders 

19’ - Seahaven free kick into the box deflected by Priory defenders 

19’ - Good run from Oscar., fouled by Seahaven defender 

20’ - GOAL: Max. scores from a free kick just outside the penalty area. Priory 1, 

Seahaven 0 

22’ - Priory free kick from the halfway line 

22’ - Seahaven counter-attack, ball kicked out for a Priory goal kick 

HALF TIME: PRIORY 1 - SEAHAVEN 0 

25’ - Priory kick-off for the second half 

25’ - SUBSTITUTION: Gabe comes off for Jacob 

26’ - Foul on the Priory goalkeeper, free kick 

26’ - GOAL: Seahaven snatch the ball after the free kick and a powerful shot 

sends the ball spinning into the bottom left corner. Priory 1, Seahaven 1 

29’ - Seahaven corner, deflected out for a goal kick 

32’ - Seahaven handball, Priory free kick is hit high over the crossbar 

32’ - SUBSTITUTION: Sam R. comes off for Taavi 

34’ - Seahaven corner kept out by Priory 

35’ - GOAL: Oscar scores a brilliant goal, evading two defenders and the 



Seahaven goalkeeper before punching the goal into the back of the net. Priory 

2, Seahaven 1 

39’ - Lovely save from the Priory goalkeeper, sliding the ball out from the 

Seahaven attacker’s feet 

40’ - SUBSTITUTION: Will comes off for Jack. 

40’ - SEAHAVEN SUBSTITUTION 

41’ - GOAL: Seahaven cross the ball in for a back post finish. Priory 2, Seahaven 

2 

43’ - Shot from Oscar saved by the Seahaven goalkeeper 

44’ - GOAL: Seahaven put themselves in the lead by snatching a third goal. 

Priory 2, Seahaven 3 

45’ - GOAL: Almost immediately Seahaven score another, shot from a wide 

angle as they secure their lead. Priory 2, Seahaven 4 

48’ - Priory struggling to penetrate the Seahaven defence 

50’ - GOAL: Seahaven score another goal to secure their victory. Priory 2, 

Seahaven 5 

FULL TIME: PRIORY 2 - SEAHAVEN 5 

PRIORY PLAYER OF THE MATCH - Oscar 

 

- Oscar, were you happy with your performance and your goal? 

- Yes! Yeah, I’m happy. 

- What could the team have done better? 

- We could have dropped back the midfielders a bit and defended from the 

wings, but everyone chipped in and we did really well. 
 

PRIORY COACH - Mr. Jones 

- How well did you think the team played? 

- Apart from a 10 minute spell in the second half in which we collapsed, we 

played really well as a team and we are starting to get used to playing on a full 

sized pitch. 

- What do you think the team could have done better? 

- We lost focus for 10 minutes in the second half and this has cost us the game. 

We cannot let our heads drop so quickly after conceding a goal we must stay 

compact and try to keep it tight to ensure we don't concede again. 

- What changes are you going to make for the next match? 

- We will work harder on our shape with and without the ball. 


